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Abstract-- Dynamic memory network is the state-of-the-art model 

for question answering tasks. With synergy of Dynamic memory 

network and Facebook bAbI dataset [5], we get high 

performance result for question answering tasks. In Question 

Answering task, the Dynamic Memory Network takes input in 

form of story or paragraph through input module, processes the 

input and question asked and with episodic memory try to give 

the answer of the particular question.  Our aim for this project is 

to replicate results on the existing network and to experiment on 

single and double context tasks using Convolutional Long Short-

Term Memory, Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory and 

Time Distributed Dense Layer [9]. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

atural Language Processing as a field of study is not very 

new, but still new innovations are being made in this 

field. One of the fundamental problems in NLP is that of 

question answering. Being able to understand natural 

language and apply it to answer some questions based on 

some background context is crucial to the field of Natural 

Language Processing. 

Q&A systems have surged in popularity today with numerous 

applications, the most popular of them being chat bots and 

personal assistants like Google Assistant, Apple’s Siri, 

Microsoft’s Cortana, Amazon’s Alexa, etc. In its earliest days, 

Q&A systems consisted of databases catering to some specific 

domain and questions were converted to queries understood 

by machines and give out an answer. 

However, due to recent advancements and breakthroughs in 

deep learning, many publications have demonstrated that 

these type of tasks can be much better handled using recurrent 

neural networks. 

Additionally, since there is more amount of natural language 

information on the internet than ever before. Systems can now 

be developed that are domain neutral, since computing power 

and available data has increased exponentially.  

One of these networks which are most prominent for this 

purpose is Dynamic Memory Network, which is the current 

state-of-the-art model for it. It contains four modules: input, 

episodic memory, question, and answer module. 

LSTMs or Long Short-Term Memory[9] contain information 

outside the normal flow of the recurrent network in a gated 

cell. Information can be stored in, written to, or read from a 

cell, much like data in a computer’s memory. The cell makes 

decisions about what to store, and when to allow reads, writes 

and erasures, via gates that open and closes.                           

The Convolutional Long Short-Term Memory is used to 

generate a description of activity demonstrated in a sequence 

of words or sentences. The Bidirectional Long Short-Term 

Memory is an extended version of normal LSTMs that can 

improve model performance on sequence classification 

problems.                                                                               [9] 

We have used above two memory networks along with Time 

Distributed Dense Layer to achieve greater accuracy whilst 

reducing the training time for the network. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Before Dynamic Memory Networks, the question answering 

task achieved significant results using Memory Network on 

bAbI dataset given by Weston et al. [4]. Memory network was 

introduced as a way to use a long-term memory module as a 

base of dynamic knowledge for question answering. Memory 

Networks require supporting facts during training of the 

model. Memory networks consist of multiple components 

namely the input component, response component, 

generalization component, and output feature map. In memory 

networks the generalization component and the output feature 

map is used to retrieve facts iteratively from the set of various 

input facts.  

The Dynamic Memory Network model achieved prominence 

with Kumar Ankit et al’s [1] publication in 2015. They 

presented the Dynamic Memory Network model by applying 

it to different types of language tasks including the Facebook 

bAbI dataset. Facts are represented as distributed vectors in 

this model and the model iterates over the facts to check 

whether the fact is relevant with the knowledge built already 

for previous iterations termed as “memory”. Facts are passed 

to specialized Gated Recurrent Unit to compute next results. 

The model achieved state of art result for various task in babI 

dataset offered by Facebook. 

Xiong et al [3] worked on improving the input and  memory 

part in the Dynamic memory network and showed that the 

network performs well on the visual question answering as 

well as textual question answering.  

N 
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Long Short Term Memory networks – usually just called 

“LSTMs” – are a special kind of RNN, capable of learning 

long-term dependencies. They were introduced by Hochreiter 

& Schmidhuber (1997) [6], and were refined and popularized 

by many. They work tremendously well on a large variety of 

problems, and are now widely used. LSTMs are explicitly 

designed to avoid the long-term dependency problem. 

Remembering information for long periods of time is 

practically their default behavior. 

III. DATASET 

3.1. Facebook bAbI Dataset 

The bAbI dataset by Facebook is the popular benchmark for 

question answering problems. It consists of synthetic dataset 

of 20 tasks released by the Facebook AI Research team. Each 

task may be of differing types, such as single supporting fact 

questions, two supporting fact questions, yes no questions, 

counting questions, etc. The English version of the dataset 

along with 10,000 training examples and 1000 test examples 

were used. All examples consisted of an input-question-

answer tuple. The input consists of a text passage having 

variable length. The type of question and answer depends on 

the given task.                             [5] 

For example, some tasks have yes/no answers whilst some 

may focus on positional reasoning or counting. Additionally, 

the dataset also provides the line numbers of the input 

relevant to the answer, for each question-answer pair. Every 

answer in the bAbI dataset is one word. Some examples from 

the dataset are as follows: 

Two supporting fact example Yes/no question example 

1    Mary got the ball there.          2  Jack moved to the roof. 

2    Jason went to the roof.           3  Is Jack in the kitchen? 

 no     2 

3 Chester went back to the kitchen. 

4 Mary travelled to the hallway. 

5 Where is the milk? hallway 1 4                            [5] 

 

IV. GATED RECURRENT NETWORK 

Gated Recurrent Networks form the basis for many of the 

modules, and so we describe them in detail. GRU improved 

version of standard recurrent neural network. They have fewer 

parameters than LSTM, as they lack an output gate. Assume 

we have an input xt  and hidden state ht  at each time step t. 

Then, the GRU(Gated Recurrent Unit)  can be described with 

the following equations: 

                 [1] 

 

Gated Recurrent Units are favourably suited for speech 

recognition, natural language processing, and machine 

translation. Combined with LSTM (Long Short-Term 

Memory), Gated Recurrent Units have performed well with 

long sequence problem domains. 

 In Gated Recurrent Units, gating involves a gating network 

generating signals that control how the present input and 

previous memory work to update the current activation, and 

thereby the current network state.  

Gates themselves are weighted and selectively updated 

according to an algorithm, throughout the learning phase. 

Gate networks have increased complexity, resulting in 

computational expense, and adds further parameterization. 

  

Figure 1:   Gated Recurrent Unit [8] 

V. DYNAMIC MEMORY NETWORKS 

The Dynamic Memory Network model consists of 4 modules: 

input, question, episodic memory, and answer. This section 

explains each of these modules which are shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Dynamic Memory Networks 
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5.1 Input Module 

The Input Module processes the input vectors associated with 

a question into a set of vectors termed facts. The word vectors 

are taken as input and fed through a GRU (a recurrent unit 

with 2 gates that control when its content is updated and when 

its content is erased) and outputs the hidden states at the end 

of each sentence for the episodic memory module for 

reasoning. More formally for a sequence of TI words w1,...,wT
I
  

we update the state using 

ht = GRU(L[wt],ht−1)                                                              [1] 

Then say the TI  words consist of TS sentences s1,...,sT
S
, we then 

project the hidden states corresponding to the end of each 

sentence. So, the final output of the input module is hs
1
,...,hs

T
S

  

5.2 Question Module 

The Question Module processes the question word by word, 

and outputs a vector using the same GRU as the input module, 

and the same weights. Both facts and questions are encoded as 

embeddings, using the same GRU as that in the input module 

using the same weights. So, for a question of TQ words 

w1,...,wT
Q

 we update the state using 

ht = GRU(L[wt],ht−1)                                                               [1] 

The final output of the question module is hT
Q
. 

5.3 Episodic Memory Module 

The Episodic Memory Module receives the fact and question 

vectors extracted from the input and encoded as embeddings. 

The vectors extracted from the input enter the episodic 

memory module which is basically a composition of two 

nested GRUs. The episodic memory module ultimately 

produces a final memory state that is forwarded to the answer 

module to generate an answer.                                               

[7] 

 Episode Update Mechanism 

Each episode reasons over the sentences and produces a final 

state for that pass over that data. It is updated for a new input 

sentence state ct as given below: 

       [7] 

So, the current sentence state ct, the current memory state m, 

and the question state q are used together to determine if the 

current sentence is significant or not to the answer and 

encoded in gt
i
.  

We see that if gt
i 
≈ 0 then the previous state will be copied 

through and the sentence will be ignored, but if gt
i 
≈ 1 the past 

will be ignored and a lot of attention will be placed on the 

current sentence. It is also important to note that we use the 

softmax function to determine the value of  to enable the 

attention to be visualized more easily, since it forces the sum 

of all attention gates to be 1 [3]. 

The final state for the episode is the state of the GRU after all 

the sentences have been seen, is as follows 

                                                                              [1] 

Memory Update Mechanism 

The memory is then updated using the current episode state 

and the previous memory state. 

m
t 
= GRU(e

t
,m

t−1
)                                                                   [1] 

The final state of the memory after the maximum allowed 

passes over the data is then sent to the answer module to 

generate an answer. 

5.4 Answer Module 

The answer module generates an answer from the final 

memory vector of the memory module using a simple linear 

layer with a softmax activation to produce a probability 

distribution over the answer tokens. This may be extended to 

an RNN(Recurrent Neural Network) for multiword answers, 

however, since the bAbI dataset has only one word answers so 

a simple softmax is implemented.                                        [7] 

The output is trained with the cross-entropy error 

classification of the correct sequence appended with a special 

end-of-sequence token. 

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

We started experimenting our model on bAbI dataset task 

individually .We trained our model on dataset which contains 

stories, question & answers itself. We have used training and 

validation accuracy as an evaluation metric i.e. the no. of 

questions our model can answer correctly on a given task. 

6.1-Single Context Task 

6.1.1- Regular LSTM (Long Short Term Memory) 

In first run we have used Regular LSTM that gives us 

following results: 

Epochs 
Training 

Accuracy 

Validation 

Accuracy 

7 47 50 

49 72 70 

61 86 80 

88 95 90 

From the above table we can see that after 60 epochs we are 

getting 86% accuracy whereas after 88 epochs the accuracy 
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reaches 95% and we get significant results after which it starts 

to overfit. 

6.1.2- Bidirectional LSTM (Long Short Term Memory) 

We obtained bidirectional LSTM after converting single pass 

LSTM to bidirectional layer with bidirectional wrapper. 

In the first run we obtained following results using 

Bidirectional LSTM 

Epochs 
Training 

Accuracy 

Validation 

Accuracy 

44 73 71 

53 83 80 

75 94 90 

In the second Run we obtained following results using 

Bidirectional LSTM 

Epochs 
Training 

Accuracy 

Validation 

Accuracy 

41 71 70 

50 83 80 

76 94 90 

From above table we see that use of bidirectional LSTM 

results in same accuracy with less number of epochs. 

6.1.3- Bidirectional with Time Distributed Dense Layer 

We added Time Distributed Dense layer with Bidirectional 

LSTM and got the following results 

Epochs 
Training 

Accuracy 

Validation 

Accuracy 

37 76 73 

41 80 80 

54 91 90 

66 96 95 

Adding Time Distributed Dense layer before LSTM gave an 

additional jump in terms of training time and overall accuracy, 

reaching 95% validation-accuracy after 65 epochs on single-

context task . 

6.2- Double Context Task: 

6.2.1- Regular LSTM 

Epochs 
Training 
Accuracy 

35 50 

80 67 

100` 70 

192 80 

260 84 

 

6.2.2-Bidirectional LSTM 

Epochs Training Accuracy 

26 50 

48 70 

68 80 

110 90 

148 95 

200 97 

We obtained huge improvement on double-context task i.e.  

84% training accuracy after 260 epochs with single regular 

LSTM which improve to 90% after only 110 epochs with 

bidirectional and asymptote to 95% after about 150 epochs. 

However we later realize that these figures were misleading as 

the validation was not keeping pace with training accuracy. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The purpose for this paper is to replicating as well as 

improving the results over existing network in its training and 

validation accuracy on bAbI question answering tasks. Our 

experiments lead us to the following improvements in our 

network. 

In Convolutional Long Short Term Memory we added a 

option to compare against a convolutional Long Short Term 

Memory architecture and we get kind of middling results 

which needs to be configured for mini-batch. While in 

Bidirectional Long Short Term Memory the single context 

task got 90% of validation accuracy in just 60 epochs (though 

in single Long Short Term Memory we got 90% in 85 epochs 

) which is a modest improvement. However, we get pretty 

misleading results in double context tasks as validation 

accuracy was not keeping pace with training accuracy.  

Moreover, adding a Time-Distributed Dense layer before 

Long Short Term Memory layer gave an additional jump in 

terms of training time and overall accuracy. 
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